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Experimental particle physics: indirect searches for non-standard-model particles 
using weak interactions of quarks (so-called “flavor physics”).                                 


 Born, raised, and educated in Pisa (UniPI/SNS) till completion of my PhD on B 
physics in the CDF experiment at Fermilab


 2007-2011: Fermilab postdoc on CDF physics analysis (charmless B, bottom-
strange mixing phase, CP violation in charm)


 2012-2016: CERN staff scientist on LHCb (track-trigger, D mixing, Bs lifetimes)


  2016— to date: scientist, at INFN Trieste:  charmless B decays in Belle II



Where do we stand
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Symmetry


local gauge


Simplicity


 Few parameters


Naturalness


 Little fine tuning


Anarchy


 Whatever isn’t explicitly forbidden it’s allowed



1967-2012
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The standard model is now complete. It is robust at the energies explored so far 
and technically up to 1010 GeV.                                                


Are we done?



No. Open questions
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Matter dominance in Universe?

Gravity at Planck scale?  

Dark matter?  

Dark energy?  

..........  

These and many other questions fuel the strong and wide-spread prejudice that 
the SM is completed at high-energy by new particles and interactions 

SM as we know it
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Discovery of a spin-0 boson 
consistent with the Higgs particle

Null results from searches well 
beyond 1 TeV

All non-SM physics searches ended up empty handed so far. 


Technically, the SM as we know it is “stable” up to energies of 1010 GeV. 
If that is the energy we need to reach to observe new phenomena, we better look 
for a career change already

Is “high energy” too high?



Two ways out
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A more powerful collider (not 
in sight soon)

Direct high-energy production 
of non-SM particles

Get smarter

Quantum probing of virtual non-SM particles that 
contribute to known lower-energy processes

E = mc2
ΔE Δt ~ h/4π



The precision frontier
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Initial states 
O(eV÷GeV)  

(known from the 
preparation process 
or inferred from the 

final states)

Intermediate 
states

time
Final states 
O(eV÷GeV)  

(measured by 
the detecting 

apparatus)

The amplitude that connects initial with final states receives contributions from *all* 
processes compatible with the symmetries of the dynamics: intermediate states 
include exchanges of all SM and *non-SM* particles with the right quantum numbers, 
irrespective of their mass, which can be far higher than the eV÷GeV scale of the 
process.  If measured precisely enough and compared with equally precise SM 
predictions, such amplitudes can show discrepancies, revealing the existence of 
non-SM particles of masses much higher than directly accessible.



Precision physics
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 Precise measurements


 Repeated measurements — uncertainty due to finite sample size 
(the statistical uncertainty) decreases with ~1/√N


 Carefully controlled experimental conditions — to reduce the 
uncertainty due to approximations in modeling the process under 
study and its measurement (the systematic uncertainty)


 Precise predictions


 Improved phenomenological models and calculation techniques


 “Smart” combinations of observables that are robust against 
theory uncertainties.



Two roads to discovery
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Direct searches
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Indirect searches
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Today
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How flavor physics was instrumental in constructing the 
Standard Model as we know it today (1933–2001)


 Why flavor physics might be our best bet to uncover 
what lies beyond the SM (2001– to date)


(And I’ll flash through the most relevant experimental 
techniques in the middle..)



Back to basics
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Flavor?
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Flavor sector nearly saturates the SM parameters
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- 3 gauge couplings 


- 2 Higgs parameters


- 6 quark masses


- 3 quark mixing angles + 1 phase


- 3 charged lepton masses


- (3 neutrino masses)


- (3 neutrino mixing angles + 1 phase) 

Flavor parameters

Mere parameter counting suggests already the prominent role of flavor physics in the 
SM. The ugly part (complexity) of the model is dominated by flavor. 



Flavor matters
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λ=0.22

The physics of matter at its most fundamental level. Deals with masses and 
transitions of fermions

Added bonus — CP violation: dynamics is not invariant for the mirror reversal of the 
spatial arrangement and the exchange of all particles with antiparticles


Rich phenomenology that offers multiple far-reaching ways to probe non-SM physics



Why we do that?
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To gain insight on the existence of non-SM particles with masses far beyond 
those that can be produced directly in particle collisions. 


To gain insight into charge-parity violation and its deep connections with 
fundamental questions as matter-antimatter asymmetry of the universe and 
the very foundations of our quantum-field theoretical descriptions of the 
microscopic dynamics (microreversibility of physical processes, odd numbers 
of spatial dimensions etc..)


It’s a win-win game: even if the all of the above fails… we’ll achieve a better 
understanding of a bunch of fundamental SM parameters)



Birth and development of the quark-flavor sector of 
the SM
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Enters antimatter — Arthur Schuster
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Antimatter — Dirac
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Antimatter — Stueckelberg/Feynman
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CPT
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Does antimatter exist?
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Carl D. Anderson - 1933 
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Antimatter is real
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[Big science question excursus]

(
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Big bang
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Cosmic antimatter
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Searching for cosmic antimatter: Pamela, Fermi-
LAT, AMS-02
Send “small” particle detectors in **space**

And look for elements, like anti-He, which are unlikely to form in secondary collisions 
and would be suggestive of primordial antimatter
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Searching for cosmic antimatter: bottomline
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The big science question
According to the standard Big-Bang theory, the universe results from a singular 
vacuum fluctuation. Since vacuum has null baryon number, Big-Bang presumably 
creates same amounts of matter and antimatter. But somewhere along the 
evolution matter gets favored and we are left with no antimatter, a bit of matter, 
and 1010 more photons. How did it happen? 
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Enters CP violation…
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[End of big science question excursus]

)
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Symmetries
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Discrete symmetries
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θ-τ puzzle….
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..leds Lee and Yang to postulate P violation
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Experimental closure test   - C.S. Wu
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Dr. Wu experimental setup
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Forward-vs-backward electrons
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Parity maximally violated
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From another angle
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Concept
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C is violated too
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The CP ansatz — Landau

Lev D. Landau reacts to C 
and P violation by 
postulating CP conservation 
for the weak interactions
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Intermediate summary

Existence of antimatter implied by the combination of special relativity and 
quantum mechanics.


No primordial antimatter observed


Charge-parity violation is needed to explain this (assuming we started from a 
matter-antimatter-symmetric universe)


CPT looks solid in all interactions


C, P, and CP look solid in the strong and EM interaction


C and P maximally violated in the weak interaction. But CP looks solid.
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Cronin and Fitch
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Cronin and Fitch
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Old school
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Triumph of experimental skepticism
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Description



How all of this fit in the then-emerging theory?
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In the sixties
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Is the weak-force strength process dependent?
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The (Gell-Mann-Levy) Cabibbo ansatz
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The Cabibbo ansatz
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Restoring weak-interaction universality
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…a problem
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GIM mechanism — predicting charm
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GIM mechanism — predicting charm
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But CP violation remains a deep mystery
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Two young and unknown japanese scientists postulate the existence of a third 
family of quarks (before even that the charm was discovered!) to accommodate 
the observed phenomenon of CP violation into the standard model

Made in Japan —  postulating 3 generations
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The Nobel-prize winning part
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The first (and unnoticed) discovery of charm

remount it. This stripping and remounting caused
greater distortion.

The second way was to use a new type of
detector, called the Emulsion Cloud Chamber
(ECC). The first design of the ECC was a sandwich
of a brass plate and thin emulsion plates. By using
the ECC, an emulsion plate was placed perpendic-
ular to incoming particles as a track detector. When
using the emulsion plate as a track detector, it was
possible to have a spatial resolution of up to 1 mm.
This type of detector was first developed by M.F.
Kaplon et al., and was used very effectively to study
heavy primaries.8) The ECC was also very cost-
effective because most of the chamber’s volume
consisted of metal plates and backing glass, which
were far cheaper than nuclear emulsion material.
Moreover, J. Nishimura predicted the potential in
the ECC to regulate the development of electron
showers from !0 decays by choosing plates made
from the most appropriate material.9) Our group,
led by J. Nishimura, felt that this potential was the

most important advantage of the ECC, which could
not be realized with conventional homogenous
pellicle stacks.

Our improved design of the ECC combined
low- and high-z materials in order to observe two "
rays from a !0 decay as laterally separated electron
showers initiated by these " rays in the detector.
A nuclear emulsion chamber consisting of a layer
for producing cosmic-ray interactions and a layer
for observing secondary electron showers was
constructed. The former was a sandwich of low-z
material (carbon) plates and emulsion plates, while
the latter was a sandwich of high z-material (lead)
plates and emulsion plates. Since that time, our
group has called this type of detector an Emulsion
Chamber. Our group specialized in placing the
emulsion plate perpendicular to incoming particles
as a track detector to take advantage of the 1 mm
spatial resolution of emulsion plates. This resolving
power is still unsurpassed by any other type of track
detector. In 1956, seventeen emulsion chambers

Fig. 3. Pair production and decay of naked charm particles discovered in 1971 in a cosmic-ray interaction. Particle B decayed at B
into B0 and a !0. Two " rays, daughters of the !0, initiated electron showers at plate no. 12 and no. 10, respectively. Particle C
decayed at C into C0 and unseen neutral hadron(s). Niu, Mikumo, Maeda (1971) Prog. Theor. Phys. 46, 1644.

No. 1] Discovery of naked charm particles 3

1971 — Evidence of kinks from decays of long-lived 
heavy particles in cosmic rays recorded with 
emulsions. Went unnoticed in the western world as it 
was published on a Japanese journal.
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The (second and third) discovery of charm

November 1974 — simultaneous 
publication (back-to-back) of observation 
of 3 GeV resonance consistent with a 
bound c-cbar state by BNL experiment 
that collided protons on Beryllium pp-> 
e+e- + anything (“J particle”, by S. Ting 
and collaborators) and SLAC experiment 
that scanned the e+e- collision energy from 
2.4 GeV in 0.2 steps (“psi particle”, by B. 
Richter et al., after the event display below) 
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BNL’s J particle SLAC’s psi

November revolution
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Are there 3 generations? The fifth quark.
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And then the sixth…
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Are there >3 generations? No
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Kobayashi-Maskawa idea remains an ansatz

The KM structure with 3 families would certainly accommodate into the SM the 
1964 observation of CP violation —  but no further experimental validation that 
this was genuinely the picture realized in Nature was available for 30+ years 

J. Cronin (1980)
L. Wolfenstein (1989)

Observing CP violation in B decays was the last missing piece to establish KM
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Enter the B factories

Produce B-Bbar pairs from the 
decays of Y(4S) mesons produced 
in e+e- collisions


Y(4S) mass just above the B-Bbar 
kinematic threshold: 96% of Y(4S) 
decay strongly into B0anti-B0 or 
B+B- pairs (and nothing else, low 
background)

Low-background production of BBbar pairs that evolve coherently as particle-
antiparticle until one decays.

Coherence: Y(4S) is spin-1. B mesons are spin-0, hence L=1 (antisymmetric two-
particle state) to conserve angular momentum. Simultaneous presence of two B 
or two Bbar forbidden as two identical bosons in an antisymmetric state violate 
Bose statistics. B and Bbar evolve as a particle-antiparticle pair until one decays, 
allowing flavor identificatio.
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CP violation happens in the B meson system

Belle

BaBar
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Epilogue



The KM framework
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Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism is realized in 
Nature

About 150 pages of PDG-booklet listings explained by 4 parameters only…
and only one parameter to account for all CPV phenomena!
Many many possible observables — a lot of redundancy to confirm the KM 
picture with very high precision and look for discrepancies!

A hierarchy emerges from the measurements of quark-mixing parameters: the 
CKM matrix is a perturbation of the identity matrix. Noone knows why.



Checking KM consistency
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Unitarity constraints
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“The” unitarity triangle (only using sides*)

* except for the light-green hyperbola, which comes from kaon physics constraints —  scarcely relevant for this slide.

OK for the sides — but how do we measure the angles (that it, complex 
phases)?
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Interference

B

f
B
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Role of CP conserving phases

Need two or more amplitudes with differing weak and CP-conserving phases.        
Serious implications: since CP-conserving phases originate from intractable soft 
QCD effects CP violating asymmetries in the decay are hard to predict



How to?
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Performance drivers

Need many B mesons: 
luminosity, trigger

Need a precise determination of the 
decay time: fully reconstructed signal 

and good vertex detector

Need low-background signals: fully 
reconstructed final state 

reconstructed with good  tracking, 
muons

Need to know whether the B was a 
particle or an antiparticle at t = 0

Use the flagship CPV measurement of the decay-rate asymmetry between mesons 
produced as Bbar and B to discuss the experimental requirements
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You want (experimental requirements)

 For a fruitful program in B and D physics — need to


Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B  


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (anti-B, anti-D) was produced


 Control precisely instrumental charge asymmetries 
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Large samples — not just B factories
High-energy pp or pp collisions produce bottom (charm) hadrons with O(1-100) 
μb cross sections: 1000×–100000× higher than at Y(4S). Cross-section 
enhanced in the “forward region” close to the beams.


Total inelastic pp or pp cross sections are O(1000) times higher, so production 
S/B is quite low, 1/1000,  due to lots of light-quark background.                      


In addition, the composite nature of the colliding hadrons and the large extra 
energy available after the collision yields many particles that complicate signal 
identification and reconstruction (but allow locating the production vertex)


All kind of bottom hadrons (B0s, B+c, b-baryons) are produced.


High-background, incoherent production of 105-106 b-hadrons (of any species) per 
second. 

_

_
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At a glance
BELLE CDF
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced


 Control tightly instrumental charge asymmetries 

_ _
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Reconstruction — detector coverage

Classic: barrel-shaped 
solenoidal magnetic 
spectrometers

CDFBELLE II 

Novel concept: single-arm 
forward spectrometer. Exploits 
larger forward HF cross section, 
but gives up to all HF produced 
“on the other side”

LHCb

Wanna instrument the volume surrounding the interaction region where B/D 
hadrons fly and decay and so do their decay products
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Tracking

c 

Measure accurately charged-particle momenta by sampling 
their trajectories curved by magnetic field along large radii.


Babar, Belle, CDF all had large drift chambers at 50 —150 
cm radii yielding 0.1%—1% momentum resolutions. 

CDF I At B-factories,  
additional 
constraints from 
precise 
knowledge of 
the collision 
energy offer 
further 
improvement.  
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The difference good tracking makes

CDF

Strong tracking yields narrower fully 
reconstructed signals resulting in better S/B.


What is lost in tracking performance is hard 
to recover down the line using other detector 
or data analysis performances.


That is why DØ flavor has typically been 
second to CDF, and — similarly — ATLAS 
Run I flavor is less competitive than CMS’s.

B0s→J/ψφ DØ
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Hadron identification

LHCb

250 mrad

Track

Beam pipe

Photon
Detectors

Aerogel

VELO
exit window

Spherical
Mirror

Plane
Mirror

C4 F10

0 100 200 z (cm)

Magnetic
Shield

Carbon Fiber
Exit Window

Systems based on 
Cherenkov radiation 
(BaBar, Belle, LHCb) 
offer best 
performance K/π 
separation  > 5σ over 
a wide range in 
momentum

Charged hadrons require 
dedicated systems LHCb

LHCb
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The difference good PID makes

LHCbDedicated hadron PID can be a key performance driver in many channels where 
multiple similar signals overlap to each other.

w/o PID w/ PID

w/ PID

w/ PIDw/ PIDw/ PID
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced

__
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Do it online!


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced

__
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Online event selection

Depending on digitized-event size and complexity, current DAQ systems 
cannot write kB/MB-sized events at more than O(10) kHz


Not critical at B-factories — crossing rate is very high (MHz to GHz), but fewer 
interactions per crossing (10-5 —10-4). Detector activity following an interaction 
is also low (10 tracks/event), which makes it easier to process it fast by trigger 
algorithms. Typically, requiring a track and an energy deposit in a collision is 
sufficent to trigger physics with high efficiency.


Effective triggering is absolutely essential in hadron collisions: MHz crossing 
rate with multiple interactions per crossing, each yielding O(10-100) tracks. 
High rates and massive combinatorial problem call for maximally parallel fast 
processing.
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Online selection — good ole muons..

Muons have a striking signature: charged particles 
that penetrate thick absorbers offering distinctive 
features wrt generic (mostly π) track backgrounds. 


Thicker absorber reduces π punch-through but 
impacts kinematic acceptance: the purer the μ, the 
fewer.


Dimuons (from B→ψX) are best: low trigger rate, 
double discriminating information, and μμ-mass 
restrictions around ψ further suppress background.


Electrons also distinctive, but radiate a lot.


First fully reconstructed B decay in 
hadron collisions — largest sample at 
the time. Showed that competitive B 
physics at hadron colliders is possible

Muon triggers have been the traditional triggering workhorse for flavor physics at 
hadron colliders (CDF, D0, LHCb, CMS, ATLAS…). Cannot do hadronic decays.

B+→J/ψK+
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Triggering on displaced tracks

CDF is the only experiment to successfully operate a track trigger for B physics: 
key enabler of the B0s mixing result and a major fraction of CDF’s B program

Dsπ mass (GeV) Dsπ mass (GeV)

CDF without track trigger CDF with track trigger (and half the data!)

B0s→D-sπ+
B0s→D-sπ+
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Do it online!


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced

__
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Decay time — vertexing

BaBar

LHCb

With cτ ≈ 0.5 mm, B hadrons fly 
0.5 to 50 mm. Measure the decay 
position by sampling precisely the 
trajectories of charged decay 
products close to the beam

Double-sided microstrip (or pixel) silicon sensors 
1-5 cm from the beam reach vertex position 
resolutions of 10-30 μm in the transverse plane 
and 50-100 μm along the beam.


Supporting infrastructure increases multiple 
scattering of low-momentum charged particles 
and radiation from electrons and γ, degrading 
efficiencies and mass resolutions. 

Top semicircular half not shown
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Do it online!


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced

__
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Flavor tagging at B factories

B factories, exploit coherent flavor anticorrelation ofthe B B pair. 


Two mesons evolve with opposite flavors until the first decays (which sets t = 0) 
and the signal B meson continues its evolution incoherently. 


If the decay is in a final state only accessible by either particle or antiparticle, then 
the flavor of the decaying meson “tags” the flavor of the signal one at t = 0. 


The flavor is correctly determined for 1/3 of signal B mesons

_
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Flavor tagging in hadron collisions

b

b
Main production mechanism of b quark 
at hadron collider: b anti-b pair production. 
The two quarks hadronize independently.
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b

b
d
d

u

u

d

u

ud Λb0

B0

π+

Flavor tagging in hadron collisions

The signal B0 can be accompanied by a charged pion 
(~50% of the time): its charge gives the flavor of the B!

The decay product of the other b hadron can also 
carry information about the original flavor µ-

K-

b

u
d
Λb0

The flavor is correctly determined only in 1/20 to 1/50 of signal B mesons
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You want (experimental requirements)

 Produce large and low-background samples of B and D hadrons 


 Reconstruct precisely many B and D decays with good S/B


 Do it online!


 Reconstruct precisely B and D decay time


 Identify if a particle (B, D) or antiparticle (B, D) was produced

__
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A 20-year endeavor

Exploitation of the full B-factories and Tevatron data sets, plus theory advances, 
plus lattice-based calculations
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Mission accomplished?

CKM is the leading source of CP violation in the standard model.                                   
But this spectacular agreement still leaves 10-15% wiggle-room for non-SM 
contributions due to existing uncertainties. The exciting thing is that these 
uncertainties are dominated by the experimental component — more work for us


How do we discover/exclude such non-SM contributions, if any?



What next?
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Flavor beyond the SM

�108
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The loop approach — non-SM strength

Can replace any internal quark line with non-SM particles (with compatible 
quantum numbers) without affecting the decay’s initial or final states . 


Momentum flowing through the loop gets integrated to infinity: amplitude does not 
get suppressed by the potentially high masses of the virtual non-SM particles. 


Processes where “loop” dominate the SM amplitudes (flavor-changing neutral 
currents) are sharp probes for non-SM dynamics: transitions between same-charge 
quarks are suppressed (no tree level) in the SM and allowed inmany SM 
extensions: observing FCNC flavor-changing at rates incompatible with the SM 
offers unambiguous sign of non-SM dynamics.

SM amplitude

+

non-SM amplitude
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The loop approach — non-SM phases too..
Access not only coupling strengths but phases too. 


Intereference of different quantum paths opens access to the phase of non-SM 
couplings, notably through measurements of CP violation.


SM amplitude non-SM amplitude

If SM and non-SM amplitudes have differing CP-violating and CP conserving 
phases (as it’s generally the case for non-SM physics) anomalous CP-violation 
becomes observable in rate asymmetries
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Textbook example

Late 1960ies: embedding the Cabibbo theory into the weak interaction led to 
predicting measurable rates for flavor-changing-neutral-current processes that 
could not be observed, like K⁰→ μ⁺μ⁻. 


In 1968, B. Ioffe and E. Shabalin (and Marshak and Low) showed that processes 
like  K⁰→ μ⁺μ⁻ are expected in the newly unified weak theory and their amplitudes 
diverge, in strong disagreement with experiments.

In 1970, Glashow, Iliopoulos, and Maiani 
conjecture the existence of a 4th quark that 
cancels the up-driven amplitude and 
suppresses the rate, in agreement with 
observations.

GIM + Ioffe-Shabalin predict the existence of a charm quark with 1.5-2 GeV/c2 
mass. Indirect measurements at q2 ~ 0.5 GeV offer information on dynamics at 1.5 
GeV, four years prior to direct discovery 
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Mantra
Precision measurements of FCNC can reveal non-SM particles of masses way 
greater than current (TeV) and future (~10 TeV) direct collider reach and/or provide 
key information on their coupling and phases.


If nothing is found, results still essential to guide and inform future scientific 
choices for collider priorities and refine knowledge of fundamental SM parameters. 
For this vision to work, need to restrict to processes: 


 that are experimentally accessible


 for which reliable SM predictions exist


 in which the precisions of both are similar


We have an idea already of the experiementally viable processes, let’s have a look at 
predictions



Predicting quark flavor dynamics
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The challenge

What we know to calculate What happens

Low-energy QCD interactions between quarks introduce computationally 
intractable corrections in the amplitude predictions.

We know how to write weak transition amplitudes between quarks.                           
But we don’t see free quarks. Quarks are bound into hadrons by the strong 
interaction, which makes the whole picture much more blurred 
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Effective field theory

Theory of the dynamics of a physical system at energies small compared to a cut-off  
Λ, at which the EFT should be replaced by the complete theory.


Interactions at low energy are local, that is interactions at momentum scale p can be 
approximated by interactions that appear local at distance scales 1/p: dynamics at 
low energy (long distance) does not depend on the details of the dynamics at high 
energy (short distance).


Describe low-energy dynamics with an effective Lagrangian that has reduced 
degrees of freedom (fields) — restricting to fields relevant at that energy.  


In EFT massive particles that cannot be produced directly in experiment are 
integrated out with their effects encoded into contact interactions of the lighter 
particles that are relevant at the probed energies. Allows for (i) SM predictions in 
presence of soft QCD (ii) parametrize generic extensions of the SM as functions of 
observable quantities in a model independent way.
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Example — hydrogen atom

The Coulomb-potential Hamiltonian


suffices to calculate binding energies 
and EM transition rates with no 
knowledge of quarks, weak force and 
no detailed QED or QCD inputs.

The only needed information is knowing that the proton has charge +1: can be 
measured from long distance (i.e. at low energy) via Coulomb interaction. 


Finer corrections can enter systematically in a perturbation series.
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Example — hydrogen atom

proton recoil: me → memp/(me + mp), thus introducing a first QCD parameter mp


 fine-structure relativistic corrections O(α2) include spin-spin interactions, which 
depend on the e and p magnetic moments: enters a 2nd QCD parameter μp


 more accurate calculations require to include additional parameters and QED 
corrections (electron g-2, proton charge radius, QED radiative Lamb shift 
correction etc.)


weak interactions introduce tiny corrections to the energy levels but are the 
leading contributions to atomic parity violation effects: the ranking and priority of 
the corrections to include depends on what one wants to calculate. Corrections 
that are irrelevant for energy levels are maximally relevant for P-violating effects,

Example shows that for a relatively simple system like an H atom, the dynamics 
depends on multiple expansion parameters: me/mp, α, mp/mW
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Fermi theory
The 1933 Fermi theory of weak interactions (contact interaction) that described 
charged-current interactions between quarks and leptons at low energy was used 
way before the SM was invented and anyone knew about gauge bosons.


The full, high-energy theory here is the SM, in which the interaction is mediated by 
th exchange of virtual W bosons with mass mW and coupling g

In the effective theory, no W boson exist, 
but just a contact interaction between 
the four fermions, with an “effective 
coupling constant” GF

When p << Mw (low energy) ==> 
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Fermi theory

The effective amplitude agrees with the full amplitude as long as the momentum 
transfer through the vertex is small E2  = p2 << Λ2 = m2W

The effective amplitude agrees with the full amplitude as long as the momentum 
transfer through the vertex is small E2 = p2 << Λ2 = m2W.


This works well for muon decay, since the typical process scale mμ is well 
separated from Λ = mW.


The relative EFT error is

Other EFT examples exist in particle physics: e.g, π-n and π-π scattering lengths were 
calculated in 1966, way before the notions of quark or gluons were established.



What to expect
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Belle II: a state-of-art B-factory detector

Run 2018—2025 to collect 50x data collected by previous B-factory experiments

2 pixel + 4 Si strip layers 
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LHCb: a state-of-art hadron-collisions detector

Run 2018—2025 to collect 50x data collected by previous B-factory experiments

telescope of 20 layers 
of silicon microstrip 

sensors (upgraded to 
pixels in 2021) 

Dipole magnet

Silicon microstrip layers  
downstream (upgraded 

to fibers in 2021)

Muon detectors

Sampling hadron calorimeter

Downstream Cherenkov PIDUpstream Cherenkov PID

Run 2011-2028 with various stops for incremental upgrades. 
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Performances

 Superb signal yield for *all types* 
of b hadrons


 Outstanding reach on final states 
with only tracks 

 Superior or unique on B0, B+, and D 
decays into multiple neutrals


Superior for partially reconstructable final 
states thanks to beam-energy constraints 
(superb semileptonics and τ physics) 


 Competitive for all-tracks channels when 
flavor tagging is needed

Synergic and complementary performances to sharpen up the quark-flavor picture 
for decades to come. Probably the last experiments dedicated to quark-flavor
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Not all channels are golden..

Very reliable SM prediction 
with O(1%) th. uncertainty

B → Kℓℓ, B → K*ℓℓ

Unreliable SM prediction 
with O(100%) th. 
uncertainty

B → μμ , B → Kνν                      
K → πνν

Less reliable SM 
prediction with O(10%) 
th. uncertainty

B → Kπ, KK, ππ and 
many more
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Outlook

Many famous golden channels already explored in the past two decades — with 
SM-like results :(


Exploration of others is ongoing or about to be started, with the upgraded LHCb 
and Belle II detector, which will collect factors 50—100 more data than available 
now, supplemented by a few dedicated experiments to kaon physics and the 
upgraded ATLAS and CMS.


In addition, advancements in the phenomenological prediction tools and lattice 
calculations will further sharpen the reach,

Over the next decade we will zero in on quark flavor. If any sizable anomaly is 
lurking there we will nail it. If not, we will anyhow exclude a plethora of SM 
extensions, informing and guiding the searches in the future. 



The end
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Take-home message
The standard model is incomplete but technically stable up to 1010 GeV


High-energy direct searches are coming down empty handed — more powerful 
colliders do not seem to be around the corner.


Exploiting the power of quantum interference in quark-flavor transitions by 
measuring precisely low-energy processes may well be our best (only?) resort to 
uncover the ultraviolet completion of the SM (or to learn where not to search).


LHCb, Belle II, and dedicated kaon experiments primarily, will be pursuing such 
program at full steam in the next decade. Important contributions expected from 
ATLAS/CMS too.


Whatever the outcome, the result of this effort would lead to a significantly more 
accurate understanding of the physics of matter at its most fundamental level.
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Thank you

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flavor_Flav
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Further sources

Great book at large, 
independently of this course

Modern and complete, 
might be heavy going

Less modern, but still 
complete. Easier to grasp, but 

very long and occasionally 
uses its own notation 

In addtion, google “flavor physics lectures” — lots of nice material from various HEP schools (CERN, Fermilab 
etc..) from which you can pick the style you prefer (I like Y. Grossman’s for theory)

An extended/expanded version of these slides:  https://wwwusers.ts.infn.it/~dtonelli/FlavorPhysics/
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Since strangeness isn’t conserved, K0 and anti-K0 can mix. 

The role of kaons: postulating meson oscillations
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..and predicting a very long-lived neutral kaon
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Experimental confirmation
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Example #2: indirect inference of the top quark mass

The rate of like-sign muon 
pairs at UA1 and ARGUS 
suggested large B0 mixing. 


This changed the picture: 
the large mixing rate, 
dominated by the top 
contribution in the box 
amplitude, indicated way 
more massive top-quark 
than anticipated —  
heavier than W.

Indirect measurements at q2  ~ 5 GeV offers information on dynamics at 200 
GeV, ten years prior the direct discovery by CDF and D0.
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Example #2: indirect inference of the top quark mass

Indirect measurements at q2  ~ 5 GeV offers information on dynamics at 200 
GeV, ten years prior the direct discovery by CDF and D0.
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Partially vs fully reconstructed

I

Fully reconstructed B0s. Narrow 
prominent peak over a smooth 
background. 

Partially reco’d B0s. Open kinematics 
due to ν broadens peak (40x), which 
overlaps backgrounds. Incomplete B0s 
momentum prevents from unbiased 
reconstruction of decay time. At B 
factories, beam-energy constraints 
partially mitigate these shortcomings

←30x difference in horizontal scales →

B0s→J/ψφ
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Parametrizing generic non-SM physics
The B quark mass allows for an efficient separation of scales in the multiscale 
problem
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Parametrizing generic non-SM physics

(“Operators”) On(d) are all possible combinations 
of known SM fields and derivatives evaluated at 
point x, with proper dimensionality d that are 
consistent with local symmetries. Their values 
are constrained using measurements  

SM fields

Λ is the unknown energy scale at which non-SM physics become relevant 

(“Wilson”) coefficient cn is the 
unknown value of the “effective 
coupling” — equivalent to Fermi 
constant. 

Multiple measurements of loop-dominated processes allow for constraining the ratio      
c/Λ. Then one can infer Λ assuming ‘natural’ c’s of O(1), or infer c’s assuming Λ.
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Parametrizing generic non-SM physics

With no clue of the full theory (it is what I am trying to learn about…), which 
operators On(d)  should be included in the (otherwise) infinite sum?


 Particle content: include all fields that contribute relevant dynamical degrees of 
freedom (e.g., at a minimum all particles with m < Λ) 


 Include only operators compliant with the known symmetries of the SM 
dynamics (i.e., assume that full-theory fields obey the same symmetries as low-
energy fields)


Counting scheme: since the energy dimension of each operator determines its 
degree of suppression at a given energy range, truncate the dimensionality of the 
operator space by keeping only operators likely to produce observable effects at 
the energies probed.



The last golden channel in B physics…
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B0s → μμ — a 30-year long saga…



A nice candidate
B: 
mass = 5379.31 MeV/c2 
pT(B) = 11407.5 MeV/c 
BDT = 0.968545 
τ = 2.32 ps 
muons: 
pT(µ+) = 7715.4 MeV/c 
pT(µ–) = 3910.9 MeV/c

33
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…ended in 2014.

Rate consistent with the 
SM prediction….albeit 
within generous 
experimental uncertainty.

Typical collider-style rare decay search

Current emphasis is on observing the B0 counterpart and verify that the  B0s to 
B0 rate is also SM-like. LHCb (and perhaps CMS) will achieve that soon
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Lepton flavor universality tests — live now
Typical collider-style rare decay analysis. Rich dynamics of final states allows 
measuring many observables (angles, dimuon mass) that offer access to wide 
variety of non-SM operators

Normalizations of dimuon final states against dielectron ones and of 
nonresonant dimuon/dielectrons against resonant (ψ) offer robust control of 
theory and experimental uncertainties boosting the reach

FCNC: B0 àK*µµ  
  Similar loop diagram! 

 
  More observables 

–  Invariant mass of µµ-pair 
–  Angles of K and µ 
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Current “anomalies”

The anomalies are here to stay for a few years: synergic interplay between 
LHCb, CMS and ATLAS and Belle II ongoing to figure them out. 

 b→s μμ rates smaller than the SM expectations at low-to-medium 
values of dimuon mass


 Ratio of rates (b→s μμ)/(b→s ee) looks lower than expected 


 Ratio of rates (b→cτν)/(b→cμν) looks higher than expected  

The size of each discrepancy is not spectacular given also the limited control 
of phenomenological uncertainties.


It is however interesting that all effects seems to coherently “pull” toward one 
direction, prompting phenomenologists to propos explanations for lepton-
flavor-universality-violating new physics.
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Quark-mixing magnitudes determinations


